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WA1 Prompt for 1301.001 

Why Studying Literacy Matters 

 

Before you get started: 

First, be sure to use the “How to Read a Prompt” instructions in your Course Packet to help you 

understand and follow this prompt (found on page 39). Your Course Packet, of course, can be 

found online (https://www.dropbox.com/s/l5igt4dt49xkzhp/1301Coursepack.pdf) 

 

Second, be sure that you are writing your WA1 in MLA format and saving it as a Word 

document with a unique title so it does not get lost in your files. To check your MLA format, go 

to the Purdue OWL MLA page (https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/) 

 

Third, be sure that you have accepted my invitation to Dropbox.com to join the shared folder for 

ENG 1301.001. I will only accept work uploaded here: 

(https://www.dropbox.com/home/ENG%201301%20Spring%202014) 

 

This essay is a 10 page (minimum) exploration of the various concepts of literacy introduced in 

our first few weeks of the semester. All of your essays should include a definition (in your own 

words, not directly from the Course Packet) for the following terms: literacy (see page 6 in the 

Course Packet), discourse community, audience, context, code switching, multiliteracies, and 

literacy sponsors (all can be found in Chapter 2 of your Course Packet). You will use your own 

life to provide examples of these terms as well as quoting directly from any of the readings we 

have completed up to this point in the semester (in-text citations, see Purdue OWL and Course 

Packet for “conventions”). In this essay you will demonstrate your understanding of what 

literacy is and how it is involved in your life. In essence, this essay is meant to provide you an 

opportunity to make a convincing argument for both you and your reader about the importance 

of understanding and studying the content of this course. 

 

You are expected to quote directly from our two larger readings by Deborah Brandt and David 

Foster Wallace as well as any two of our shorter readings (Wong, Duffy, Chapters 1 and 2 in the 

Course Packet, Allegory of the Cave, the CARS Model, or The Burkean Parlor). 

 

You should have a Works Cited page and a page that shows your outline for your essay. If you 

have visited the Writing Center, you should turn in your Yellow Copy to me. Your yellow copy 

from the Writing Center should reflect the following: that you discussed and worked on WA1; 

that you spent an entire hour with your tutor; that you showed your tutor respect for their time by 

turning your cell phone/headset off (if I hear from a tutor that you interrupted your session to 

take a call you will not get credit for the session… and they can tell me this in passing, so it may 

not be on your form); and that you made good use of your time. 

 

This is your most formal essay for the semester. I promise the others will be much looser if you 

can prove to me in this essay that you get the basic concepts of the course and of writing in MLA 

format. You may write this essay in first or third person or mix it up. Though it should go 

without saying, I will say it anyway – your essay should include a clear thesis, an introduction 

and a conclusion, and good transitions between paragraphs. You know, all the stuff we talked 

about in class. The final draft of this essay is due: Friday, February 14th.  

https://d.docs.live.net/5b59e68d34821ea0/Documents/Old%20Classes/ENG%201301%20Spring%202013/Course%20Packet
https://www.dropbox.com/s/l5igt4dt49xkzhp/1301Coursepack.pdf
https://d.docs.live.net/5b59e68d34821ea0/Documents/Old%20Classes/ENG%201301%20Spring%202013/Purdue%20OWL%20MLA%20page
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
https://d.docs.live.net/5b59e68d34821ea0/Documents/Old%20Classes/ENG%201301%20Spring%202013/Dropbox.com
https://www.dropbox.com/home/ENG%201301%20Spring%202014
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A Template for WA1 

 

 As I have with your Reading Responses, I am providing you a quick template for your 

WAs in this class. You may use this page to type over so that you are sure your MLA format is 

correct including margin width, spacing, etc. Even if you don’t, remember that I will always put 

your work in proper MLA format before grading it—so those who attempt to add extra spacing 

or create extra-wide margins will automatically lose points for making me do extra work. 

Remember that your essay should show some sort of logical order. The best way to 

remember what you are writing about and stay on topic is to create an outline. In your outline, try 

to write a topic sentence for each of your paragraphs. This will allow you to have a place to put 

your ideas as they come to you in the writing of your essay. Sometimes you will think of 

something that is good for a point you are making later in your paper; if you have an outline, 

you’ll be able to just skip down and drop that idea in while you have it. 

 I am not looking for perfection, but you should know that this essay reflects just what you 

have learned and paid attention to in class over the first four weeks of the semester. These 

concepts are the building blocks for the rest of the course and our other two major writing 

assignments. Do the best you can. Get help from your classmates. Go to the Writing Center. 

And, well, do the readings – they help, I promise. 
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